
AMUNDSEN AND SCOTT

Between December and January , both Roald Amundsen and Robert Falcon Scott reached the South Pole within five
weeks of each other. But while.

Routes were marked by the walls made at lunch and evening stops to protect the ponies. The loss of ponies,
several of which had drowned on disintegrating sea-ice, limited the supplies that could be hauled to the depots.
Scott had a shortage of fuel and was unable to melt as much water as Amundsen. All of Scott's expedition
perished during the journey back towards the coast, while all of Amundsen's expedition returned safely to their
base on the seacoast of the continent. That is because the furs are worn loosely so air circulates and sweat
evaporates. During this process, a new section of column will be added over the existing columns then the
jacks pull the building up to the higher elevation. Scott's team suffered regularly from snow blindness and
sometimes this affected over half the team at any one time. Today, both teams in the race to the Earth's
southern extremity leave behind legacies that impact the modern understanding of the so-called heroic era of
exploration, as well as the scientific understanding of the forbidding continent of Antarctica. Scott,
meanwhile, opted for motor sledges, Shetland ponies, and just a few dogs. We may find ourselves in safety at
the next depot, but there is a horrid element of doubt. Thus Amundsen decided to go south; the Arctic drift
could wait "for a year or two" until the South Pole had been conquered. He decided to increase the number of
dogs for the polar journey, if necessary at the expense of the number of men. A double-doored vestibule was at
each end. Scott spent nearly seven times the amount of money on his motor sledges than on the dogs and
horses combined. On that journey, Scott, Shackleton, and Wilson started with three sledges and 13 dogs.
Scott's team had developed snow shoes for his ponies, and trials showed they could significantly increase daily
progress. His crew included naval seamen, scientists and paying members. This prevents the building from
being quickly buried. The green light in the sky is part of the aurora australis. The Norwegians correctly
estimated that dog teams could go all the way. A fearless explorer who had led the first party to navigate the
Northwest Passage above Canada's and Alaska's Arctic coast, Amundsen originally planned to sail from
Norway on a route that would take him around the tip of South America and then north for an attempt on the
then undiscovered North Pole. Scott used a theodolite which is heavier and requires more mental arithmetic.
Gran possibly because he was Norwegian was not included in the South Pole party, which could have made a
difference. One served as the entry to the dome and it had a transverse arch that contained modular buildings
for the station's maintenance, fuel bladders, power plant, snow melter, equipment and vehicles. Amundsen's
team had plenty of fuel due to better planning and soldered fuel cans. Strong winds and stormy seas prolonged
the voyage, but the ship arrived at the Bay of Whales on 9 January  The building faces into the wind with a
sloping lower portion of wall. Wind tunnel tests show that scouring will continue to occur until the snow level
reaches the second floor. Scott and his team knew the expedition would be judged on his attainment of the
pole "The The ship was to sail to Buenos Aires for reprovisioning, before undertaking a programme of
oceanographic work in the Southern Ocean and then returning to the Barrier as early as possible in  These
satellites provide the data uplink for the station's scientific data as well as provide broadband internet and
telecommunications access. At all hazards three X. But on that expedition, the men had not properly
understood how to travel on snow with the use of dogs. The main entrance to the former geodesic dome
ramped down from the surface level. The ponies marched by night and rested when the sun was warmer,
Meares remained idle in camp with the much faster dogs for many hours, before catching up at the end of the
day. Edward Wilson and another man Henry Bowers gamely continued the journey for another few days, but
temperatures continued to plunge, and they were later caught in a blizzard only 11 miles away from one of
their supply depots. I wonder if we can do it. But the sledges malfunctioned and the ponies couldn't cope with
the snowy surface. This would appear to be a major handicap when pulling a sledge in a race against the
weather and a shortage of food and fuel. Skiing at the pace of a dog team is a strenuous activity, yet
Amundsen never complained about the clothing being too hot. It looks at present as though you should aim at
meeting the returning party about March 1 in Latitude 82 or  This made the men progressively malnourished,
manifested most clearly in the form of scurvy. In addition, a number of science and berthing structures, such
as the hypertats and elevated dormitory, were added in the s, particularly for astronomy and astrophysics. They
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have it in storage at Port Hueneme , California. In his book "An Empire of Ice", Larson outlines the
expedition's scientific achievements, from studying the movement of glaciers to mapping the continent's
snow-free "dry valleys" and collecting Emperor penguins' eggs in the dark Antarctic midwinter.


